Class 45 Self Evaluation  
Completed by the Students (Class of 08/2016), regarding the Students (Class of 08/2015), answered on an As needed basis.
Before beginning an evaluation, the students will be asked to select which student they are evaluating.

Please answer the following:

1. Preceptor(s):

2. Clinical Site:

3. Rotation:

4. Dates of Clinical Rotation:  
   (ANSWER REQUIRED FOR EACH OPTION)

The purpose of this evaluation is for self-reflection.

Please rate yourself in the following competencies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1: Below Expectations</th>
<th>2: Below Expectations</th>
<th>3: Meets Expectations</th>
<th>4: Exceeds Expectations</th>
<th>5: Exceeds Expectations</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Medical Knowledge/Systems: Are you progressing as expected in your pursuit and understanding of the etiology, clinical manifestations and pathophysiology of illness? Do you utilize appropriate system and clinical resources?

Additional Comment:

Additional Comment:

Are you progressing as expected in areas of clinical care: appropriate H&P/PE skills and building a differential diagnosis, appropriate assessment and treatment plans? Do you have appropriate oral and written communication skills?

Additional Comment:

Professionalism/Practice: Do you demonstrate professional behavior at all times with the preceptor, staff and patients? Do you take responsibility for your own behavior and learning?

Additional Comment:

Additional Comment:

(ANSWER REQUIRED FOR EACH OPTION)

Additional Comments: